LET'S TALK
NHS West Midlands project
bringing young people's and
decision maker's voices
together to improve Mental
Health Services.
2017 - 2018

Funded by NHS West Midlands Clinical Network
Delivered by The Participation People

BACKGROUND
317 young people from across the West Midlands of all ages,
abilities and experiences took part in this project.

To do that, NHS West Midlands Clinical
Network wanted to ﬁnd out the challenges
and explore the opportunities young people
face when accessing mental health
services.
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commissioned to help them as independent
youth engagement specialists.
For this project, The Participation People:
The West Midlands Clinical Network
Children and Young People programme of
work aims to ensure that the
recommendations of Future in Mind are
implemented, through supporting the
transformation of Children and Young
People’s Mental Health and wellbeing
services across the West Midlands.
The CYP MH & Wellbeing Taskforce was
established in 2014 to consider ways to
improve how CYP MH services are
organised, commissioned and provided. The
key themes formed the structure of Future
in Mind- this included a focus on building
services around the needs of children and
young people which is why we are
committed to involving children and young
people in the evaluation and
transformation of our local CYP MH
services.

1. Did our homework and looked at consultation data for example:
strategic plans; pupil surveys; public health data; feedback forms and
complaint reports.
2. Consulted 300 young people about what they think are the biggest
barriers, challenges and opportunities for young people to access and
get the best mental health treatment.
3. Consulted 50 decision makers about what they think stops them
delivering the best mental health services for children and young
people.
4. Ran a #PTICHTOENRICH Event that brought 26 adults and 137
young people together to discuss the research themes and solutions.
5. Created a list of recommendations for NHS decision makers and
service providers.
6. Shared our ﬁndings with young people and decision makers that took
part in a fun, exciting and informative way.
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What did we do?
Our aim was to speak to as many young people as possible, from
lots of different backgrounds and life experiences.
The project started July 2017 and
took a year to complete.
We wanted to ensure as many
different groups of young people
could participate.
So we:
1. Carried out street work – asking
young people their views and
opinions on the street!
2. Met with mental health
commissioners and ofﬁcers that
deliver mental health services.

A group of young people's ideas from the #PITCHTOENRICH Event.

3. Went to schools to talk to young
people in school assemblies,
Personal Social and Health
Education (PSHE) lessons and
student councils.
We used fun games and activities
in the focus groups; adapting them
to the ages and numbers of young
people attending.
4. Worked with young people who
have taken part in the National
Citizen Service (NCS).
5. Ran a short survey, co-designed
by young people, incentivised with
a free prize draw.

With the survey, we "cross-tabbed"
the data, so we could analyse it
fairly. This meant that answers
were weighted to ensure that all
age groups and locations of young
people were treated equally.
6. Ran a Snapchat campaign to
promote this project and ways
young people could get involved.
7. We interviewed 28 decision
makers who were all in charge of
mental health services from
different areas with different
responsibilities.

8. The #PITCHTOENRICH event was
held at Aston Villa football ground.
Schools from across the region were
invited, as well as key decision
makers.
9. Wrote this report and made a
short ﬁlm about the work here:
https://vimeo.com/287052104
10. Asked NHS West Midlands
Clinical Network to commit to 3
actions they will take as a result of
this work and share that with
everyone who took part.
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THE SURVEY - WHAT DID THEY SAY?
We asked 10 questions. We had 136 responses from young people
aged 8-20 who live and go to school in the West Midlands. We
used the survey as a guide to help us with the rest of the project.
Graph showing % respondents answering, "choose the answer that applies to
you."
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Graph showing % respondents answering, "what is your view on mental health
services?"
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"Other" responses

Depends on the type of service
Depends on the severity of physical symptoms
Takes too long to get advice
I've been waiting ages. It's got worse.
My friend gets really good help. Why do I get such bad help?
I've had 4 therapists, only one was "real" and cared about me, not just ticking their boxes.
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Graph showing % respondents answering, "how do you view staff members
that work for mental health services?"
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"Other" responses

Polite
Can be rude and not take you seriously, my doctor when I was explaining my anxiety kept
smirking at me saying I was just ‘stressed’.
Outpatient is a lot more unfriendly than inpatient
Not qualified or experienced
Depends, I work alongside amazing mental health service staff. However my GP is awful and
no help to me at all.
I don't think they put themselves in our shoes. They were young once right? Have they
forgotten what it's like the first time you go for an appointment?
I think I'm stressed when I go for an appointment. Sometimes I leave more stressed. I don't
think that's good. Mostly because receptionists glare and judge me.
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Graph showing % of respondents answering, "do you make your own
choices regarding your mental health? If the answer is 'no' then who makes
them?"
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No "other" responses were specified for this
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Weighted word cloud showing young people's answers to, "what would you
access mental health services for?"
(The more votes a word/ sentence got, the bigger it is)
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Graph showing % respondents answering, "what do you think stops young
people from accessing mental health services?"
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"Other" responses

Scared to be judged
Get made fun of
It’s about building that trust as well
Fear of waiting lists
Actually the biggest the reason for people of all ages not seeking mental health services is

because it goes on you’re medical report etc which employers can see and you don’t want
the label. For this reason I and many of my friends and family have not sought help because
they don’t want to be labelled. Not enough attention has been drawn to this. It should be
something that stays private and that doesn’t go on you’re medical record to stop you
getting a job. People don’t want to be labelled.
Not wanting to seem weak
They think mental health is bad and it sounds scary and they’re scared to open up about
things because it’s hard to build that trust and lots of people brush it off they try ignore it
and pretend it’s normal and stuff and people also don’t agree that mental health services
help.
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Graph showing % respondents answering, "what would you do if you were
worried about your friend who had these symptoms?"
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Graph showing % respondents answering, "how would you want to hear about
the different services available?"
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Graph showing % respondents answering, "If you could spend millions of pounds
to make mental health services better what would you spend it on?
(On a scale of 1 strongly disagree to 5 strongly agree)
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FOCUS GROUPS
We ran 6 focus groups with 87 young people from a variety of
backgrounds, interests and ages.
Focus groups helped us look at the detail.
The Participation People wanted to understand the perception of mental health services. Both from those
who have accessed mental health services and those that haven't.
Every secondary and primary school across the West Midlands was written to and tweeted directly. Each
school was called twice to ask if we could speak to their students.
We ran street work in town centres to speak to young people that might choose to engage in a informal
setting.
A BIG thank you to the following schools for their incredible support:

Woodﬁeld School
Perryﬁelds School
Elmwood School
Moorside School
Moreton School
To help students understand what we were doing, we wrote summary reports or "Opinion Sheets". That
way, they would know what we had done and what they said.
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DECISION MAKER INTERVIEWS
We interviewed 28 decision makers from across the West
Midlands. They all have a part to play in delivering mental health
services.
Rather than transcribing everything
decision makers said, we have
summarised the key high and low lights:
1. Doing what they can with what
they've got...
Decreasing budgets, increasing numbers
of things services have to do and more
pressure on people...
Everyone we spoke to said this was a
challenge and at times, involving young
people was missed when trying to hit
targets.
2. Commissioning cycles can be good
and bad...
When services are provided, they usually
go through a cycle of: research, decision
making, appointing the service provider
and then evaluating what they have
done/ haven't done. Repeat.
In adult speak, this takes lots of time and
many different people are involved.
There are points in the commissioning
cycle where young people can be
actively and easily involved. Some
decision makers do this in the West
Midlands, some don't.

3. The same young people...
Decision makers often said it was difﬁcult to engage with a
representative group of young people. Not everyone wanted
to get involved all the time. This meant that the same young
people were advising them year on year. Often, it was just
their opinions put forward, not the opinions of their peers.
4. Sharing is caring...
Every decision maker that we spoke to showed us evidence of
how they involve children and young people in decision
making. However, not many knew what others areas were
doing.
5. Closing the loop...
We found that decision makers ask for feedback on their
service, which is great! What they don't do is tell young people
what they have done with that feedback.
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#PITCHTOENRICH EVENT
137 young people and 26 decision makers attended an event,
#PITCHTOENRICH, 27 April 2018, at Aston Villa football ground.
A BIG thanks to Aston Villa for hosting our
event! And an even BIGGER thanks to the
following schools and organisations for
attending:

Ark Boulton
Fairfax school
Biddulph High School
Swanhurst School
Bartley Green School
Bablake School
Lawrence Sheriff School
Moreton School
Arena Academy
St Bede's Catholic Middle School
Prison link
Newdawn therapy
Liberty Staffordshire
Dudley CCG
Youth Emotional Support Service
Handsworth Carer's project
Age Concern
NHS Clinical Networks
The Imani Academy
The Womb Room
Wolverhampton City Council
Kooth
Stonham Homegroup Mental Health
Young Carer's Support
Wolverhampton NHS Trust
Coventry University
NHS Birmingham South Central CCG
West Midlands Academic Health Science
Network

Young people and decision makers, coming together
to listen, think and ACT!

Black Country Partnership Foundation Trust
Worcestershire Health and Care Trust
NHS Wolverhampton CCG
Coventry and Warwickshire Partnership Trust
Dudley MPC
NHSE
The event helped everyone:

Think through the themes of our research.
What they really thought were the barriers to young
people accessing mental health services.
Find solutions, together, to improve services for
EVERYONE!
And of course, have a lot of fun!
Young people were directed to think about what would
improve mental health services as a whole (pages 21 - 25).
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#PITCHTOENRICH
Continued...
The event was designed for young people to think
about the BIG barriers, work on solutions and then
"PITCH" them to a panel of decision makers.
Adults who attended the event helped advise,
support and listen to what young people had to say.
They were our resident "experts" on what could and
couldn't be done.
Young people came up with the following 8 ideas:
How low, can you go? 1 paper straw, 5 people GO!
1. Use social media to raise awareness AND reduce
stigma... young people believe that using social
2. Experience of therapists... young people believe that
media to advertise mental health and emotional
there are some excellent therapists but there are some
wellness should happen a lot more.
pretty awful ones too.
They advise services to use Instagram, Snapchat,
Facebook and Twitter to promote how children and They recommend ensuring that there is a consistency of
young people can take better care of themselves. excellent therapists across the West Midlands.
They would use this to share young people's stories Young people believe that therapists should be
of support they received and how they got through recruited, selected and appraised on the following skills,
tough times. Inspiring stories help young people
by adults AND young people:
know what support they can get when they need it
the most. It also helps them know that they aren't
Non judgemental.
alone.
EXCELLENT listening skills.
Accurate reporting of what a young person has said.
The beneﬁt to young people would be to take their
Help young people feel comfortable.
own mental health seriously; reducing costs to
Trustworthy.
services and they would talk openly about what
Ensure that young people leave every session feeling
they are going through.
understood.
Be professional and not bring their own feelings into
"Help young people, help you by designing a
sessions.
marketing campaign throughout the year.
Offer different locations for therapy sessions where
Young people want to be your champions!
young people feel safe and comfortable.
#1life1minute"
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#PITCHTOENRICH
Continued...

Understand other issues young people might
be facing including: sexuality, exams, family
and culture.
But most of all, be personable - not a robot!



If young people could choose their therapist that
would be a BIG win. They could ensure they got
the right person to suit them, their humour and
their needs.
The beneﬁt to young people would be better
treatment, employing the right therapists, helping
therapists to #lovetheirjob and reduce the
number of cancelled appointments.
3. Friends and family support... young people
believe that helping family and friends support
them will reduce the need for mental health
service provision.

Young people and adults, sat on the same
table, listening to our research...
It would reduce unnecessary referrals and hopefully,
stop mental health of young people deteriorating
before they can get treatment.
Help young people and their families, help you!

They would offer free workshops for family and
friends on:

Give us the tools and information to do our job.

How to spot the signs of a young person who is
struggling.
How to ask the right questions at the right
time.
Which services provide what, to whom, when
and how to contact them.
How to share that with the school and other
places that young person might go to.
What coping strategies and tools exist.
Support for them, from other parents and

4. Managing waiting lists... young people don't
understand why waiting lists are so long or why it's so
difﬁcult to see a professional when they need to.

carers in the same position.

The beneﬁt to young people would be that the
community would be the ﬁrst responder.

They would:
Share where they are on the "list" of people to be
seen.
Have daily updates of where they are on that list.
Be sent text messages on how to stay emotionally
well in the interim.
Have access to a chat room with a therapist while
waiting for some immediate support.
Have more staff available to help.
Work with schools and youth groups to prevent poor
mental health getting worse.
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#PITCHTOENRICH
Continued...
The beneﬁt would be:

More trust from young people.
Young people kept better informed.
Young people having ownership of their
mental health.
Preventing serious situations from escalating
before they can be seen.
Better care for young people.
5. School engagement and respite areas... young
people believe that mental illness should be
shared in a positive way. People who have a
Our ﬂag bearers - one ﬂag per topic...
mental illness shouldn't be victimised by the
Young people are often more comfortable engaging
media.
online about personal things compared to face to face.
They believe that schools can help NHS West
Midlands overcome this.
This would help by cutting costs. Young people would
be more inclined to open up about their experiences and
They would encourage schools to host
this would beneﬁt their face to face therapy sessions.
conversations, debates and activities on a termly
basis on mental health and emotional wellbeing.
7. Peer Education... young people believe that every
EVERY school in the West Midlands should have a school should have a group of young people that are
space where young people can sit quietly when trained on the real stats and facts about mental health
and emotional wellness.
it all gets too much. There should be a phone
that calls an "on call" therapist that is free and
conﬁdential to use.

They would train young people from each year group on
mental health, prevention services and how to get
This would help NHS West Midlands and Schools referrals to more intense support and treatment.
work together to help protect and support every
young person in their care!
This would help by building trust on the ground through
6. Face to face vs online treatment... young
people believe that a combination of face to face
support and online opportunities should be
offered to them when they aren't well.

friendship groups and communities. Young people
would know more about the services offered in a fun and
engaging way.
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#PITCHTOENRICH
Continued...
8. Follow up services... young people
believe that the current treatment services
fails young people when they no longer
need it.
They would:

Have 3 way meetings with the young

person, the therapist they have been
seeing and someone who will support
them after their treatment has ended ALWAYS.
Ensure young people don't feel forgotten
and check in on their progress using texts
or Snapchat ﬁlters.
Help young people know that they are
not alone after their treatment has ended
by ensuring they have support outside and
inside of school.
Ensure that they were in charge of their
follow up treatment and choose the best
way for them, with professional advice.
Have access to their notes, so they can see
what has been said and done about them.
Mostly, so they don't have to repeat
themselves to professionals, over and over
and over...



Ed #PITCHTOENRICH event host with the most!



This would save money by putting young people at the
centre of their own treatment and support.



Giving young people buy in and ownership of what is
happening to them. It would increase the positive
perception of mental health services.



Trust would increase.
Young people would then more likely access other health
services when they needed them.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

It's very clear, young people want to be involved in decision
making to improve mental health services.

Recommendation 1
INSPIRE #YOUTHVOICE
Young people want to have a say on decisions that affect them. This includes choosing:

Their treatment and options within it.
Their therapist.
Who knows about what is going on.
How services contact them.

The Participation People recommends that services:
1. Review recruitment, selection, induction and appraisals of all staff involved in young
people's mental health services and how young people are involved in them.
2. Use procurement, commissioning and contract management as a way to involve young
people in shaping services.
3. Recruit a group of regional Young Inspectors to mystery shop, lead their own lines of
enquiry to support contract monitoring and management of services.
4. Have 2 youth representatives that are trained, informed and supported to sit on strategic
decision making bodies. Support them to have groups of young people they can talk to
about the service they receive.

I don’t feel important enough to be able to complainletters about me aren’t addressed to me, I have to
repeat myself all the time so I feel forgotten... why
would anyone listen to me?

Male aged 15
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Recommendation 2
THE RIGHT DATA?
Reviewing everyone's research, speaking to decision makers and young people... there is a BIG
disconnect between what the data tells us and what young people perceive.
The "lived experience" of young people that both do and don't access mental health services is
very different.
The Participation People recommends:
1. Have yearly complaints, feedback and qualitative reports of mental health services published
in a youth friendly way e.g. posters, short animation film, Snapchat campaign.
2. Create a #NHSWM100 - a group of 100 young people: 50 who have accessed mental health
services and 50 who haven't. Use their experiences to test new ideas, projects and ask for
help on challenges you are facing. This group would operate virtually.
3. Utilise staff appraisals and involve young people in them. Use what young people who
access mental health services say about professionals to continually improve staff
performance.
4. Offer qualitative data to services as part of their contract monitoring and review. Help them
learn from mistakes and do more of what they are good at. Share this with everyone!
5. Support schools and youth groups to have a #MHYouthChamp - support them to share
messages about services, opportunities and advice for young people. Incentivise this
opportunity with career development, training and other exciting opportunities so they stay
involved.
6. Host Takeover Challenge. Invite a group of young people into services for the day, to
"Takeover" from adults jobs. It's easier than you think! Click here for more info:
https://www.childrenscommissioner.gov.uk/takeover-challenge/

There are no posters or leaﬂets about mental health or LGBTQ at
school, except in one tiny hidden away room that is also used for
inclusion. Having posters and stories about young people who have
gone through treatment, would make it more normalised and make
us feel more conﬁdent and accepted, and help our peers to see that
Male, 16
too and ﬁght the stigma.”
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Recommendation 3
CLOSING THE LOOP
Young people are asked their opinion regularly. Sometimes so often, that they get bored, loose interest or
act out. What we found was missing is that when they are asked their opinion, they don't get told what's
done with it afterwards by lots of different services.
The Participation People recommends:
1. Every service to build a culture and habit of closing the loop! Share the service distance travelled, with
young people. I.e. what they have learnt from start of their treatment to the end of their treatment. Make
this youth friendly and accessible - so they can see how far they have come and the tools they have
learnt. Include how you have learnt as a service from working with them and how this will help you
treating other patients.
2. Work with young people to make youth friendly feedback forms and complaints processes. Test them
with young people who wouldn't normally complain.
3. Cut your reports and plans down to no more than 2 pages of A4. Even better, make them into a cartoon,
short film or poster that gets sent to schools and mental health champions.
4. Use social media to compliment therapy sessions. Allow young people to express their feelings and
emotions with professionals using apps they are familiar with. Put these alongside their notes to show
that young people can have bad days and good days. Pinterest private boards, Snapchat filters and Trip
advisor rating systems work well.
5. Create a #SelfiePledge campaign with every professional that supports young people's mental health.
Ask professionals what care they promise to give young people in no more than 5-8 words that year. Put
their pledge on your website, screensavers and create a mobile exhibition to take to schools. Ask young
people to assess if that's the care they have received at the end of their treatment.

My friends who live in different parts of the West Midlands get
much better support and more options with their mental health. My
friend in Birmingham gets lots of support, I live in Sandwell and
don’t get the same services offered to me.”
Female aged 17
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Recommendation 4
Communication
Mental Health is part of a BIG national conversation. Press and media agencies are all over it!
But, front line delivery services aren't...
Young people tell us that there is still a stigma surrounding mental health. They want the
tools to talk about this in places where they feel comfortable - both on and offline.
The Participation People recommends:
1. Create a fun, engaging and innovative social media marketing campaign to focus on:
positive mental health messages; hints, tips and ideas to sustain positive emotional
wellness; positive stories of how different services have helped young people; actions they
are taking to make things better!
2. Audit the number of services and websites that young people use to get help. Are they
giving clear, concise, youth friendly messages?
3. Create a website which is the one stop shop for all their mental health needs and
signposting.
4. Be strict with how services market themselves. Make sure there is one cohesive message
being put out there about mental health for young people.
5. SHARE best practice in short simple bursts of information to young people and
professionals. Encourage services to "borrow" ideas from each other and share their results both good and bad!
6. INVOLVE young people in youth proofing, marketing and championing services, together.

Adults think that they know what's best. Well, I hate to
say this, but they don't. They were young people a
looong time ago. Things have changed.
Female, 18,
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Who, when and what?
Making changes in any organisation can take time and can often be challenging. That's not to say that
organisations don't want to make things better! In fact, it's truer that the opposite exists - organisations want to do
the right thing and projects like this help to sow the "change seeds" and influence big decisions.
To help organisations know what we think can be done, by who and by when, we have created the following table.
This will hopefully help organisations think about the recommendations that are specific to them.

Organisation

Recommendation
1

Recommendation 2

Recommendation 3

1. Mental
health
providers

1.1 Ensure young
people are
involved in staff
recruitment,
selection, induction
and appraisals.

1.2 Review how young people
complain with young people and
give feedback about your service.
Share what has changed as a result of
what you have learned from their
feedback. Posters in waiting rooms
work!

1.3 Review your therapy
tools with young
people. Could they be
better? Can you use
new technology to
support young people
to engage?

2.
Commissioners
of mental
health
services

2.1 Ensure young
people can be
involved in the
commissioning of
services and
contract
management.

2.2 Ask providers to produce an
annual complaints and feedback
report that is embedded into the
contract monitoring process. Use this
to inform contract speciﬁcations for
new services.

2.3 Ensure providers are
involving young people
in staff recruitment,
selection, induction and
appraisals where
appropriate.

I really wish mental health services could move into our
century now. If they could use the tools we are growing
up with, that would help us take advantage of their
expertise?
Female, 16
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6. West
Midlands
Combined
Authority &
Public Health

5. West
Midlands
Local
Authorities &
Public Health

4. Clinical
Network

3. Schools and
education
providers

Organisation

6.1 Help organisations
measure the impact of
involving young
people in staff
recruitment and
management AND the
commissioning service.

5.1 Ensure you involve
young people in
feeding back to you
how well you are
doing and what could
be better.

4.1 Ensure you involve
young people in
feeding back how well
you are doing and what
could be better. Use
that to inform your
strategic plans and
networking days.

3.1 Ensure young
people are involved in
staff recruitment,
selection, induction
and appraisals.

Recommendation 1

6.2 Ensure young people
can inﬂuence strategic
decision making. Ensure
Healthwatch are
engaging young people
as well as adults!

5.2 Make sure all your
reports are accessible for
young people. We
recommend that you
youth proof them with a
group of young people.
Local Authority Youth
Councils can help here.

Recommendation 2

5.3 Write an annual complaints and
feedback report and share this with young
people. What have you learnt from the
year and what are services and teams
committing to for the year to come?
Don't forget to make this youth friendly.

4.2 Work to ensure young
people know about the
4.3 Create an advisory group of young
work you are doing to
people to help advise you on strategic
improve mental health
decision making.
services and how they can
help you.

3.2 Ask the Student
Council to help you
monitor the effectiveness
of Mental Health
provision at school. Ask
them to help
communicate key mental
health messages to other
students.

6.3 Recruit a panel of 100 young people
across the West Midlands. Those who use
mental health services and those who
don't. Invite them to take part in monthly
consultation activities. We ﬁnd
incentivising them with high street
vouchers and sending surveys via SMS
work really well.

3.3 Appoint 2 Mental Health Champions
in your school. Both an adult and young
person who work together to make sure
young people are getting the right
support at the right time.

Recommendation 3

6.4 Make sure all your
reports are accessible for
young people. We
recommend that you youth
proof them with a group of
young people. Local
Authority Youth Councils
can help here.

5.4 Create an advisory
group of young people to
help advise you on
strategic decision making.

4.4 Use quotes from young
people to inform learning
and best practice across
your network. Help
organisations celebrate
successes, learn from them
as much from failures
across the region.

3.4 Schools to host
conversations, debates and
activities on a termly basis
on mental health and
emotional wellbeing.

Recommendation 4

I really wish mental health services could move into our
century now. If they could use the tools we are growing
up with, that would help us take advantage of their
expertise?
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Female, 16

WHAT'S NEXT?
A number of things happen next, including:
1. This report being shared with decision makers.
2. Decision makers to read and digest this report.
3. Decision makers to report to young people what they can and can't do with
each recommendation.
4. The Participation People to make a summary video that captures this.
5. The final report to be shared with Schools, Voluntary Groups and Decision
Makers across the West Midlands.
6. Services get better, together!

For more information about this
project contact:
E | hello@participationpeople.com
M | 03333 556438

Female, 18,
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